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In The Cattle Markets 
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Livestock Loss to Fires 
One of the issues receiving significant attention in KS and OK is the broader impact of 
widespread fires impacting multiple counties, thousands of acres, and a yet to be tallied 
number of livestock. While the adverse impact on those directly affected is certainly real in 
both financial and emotional ways, it is also important to step back and examine any broader, 
cattle market impacts. 
 
In short, while clearly devastating to those losing their own livestock, the volume of livestock 
impacted to-date is likely to be low when considered on a national scale. That is, the losses 
involved will very likely represent a minimal share of the U.S. herd. This is important as it 
suggests an aggregate supply response is unlikely which in turn implies upward cattle price 
support from the fires is not likely to materialize. 
 
In the past I have heard crop farmers talk of the only thing worse than a broad drought is 
experiencing a drought solely on your own.  Certainly no producer wishes ill on the livelihood 
of fellow producers. However, the truth is that adverse events only have large market effects, 
and hence some beneficial, offsetting higher output prices, when impacting a substantial share 
of production. This context must be kept in mind in assessing impacts of current and future 
natural disaster events. 
 
The Markets 
The 5-area fed cattle price for the week was down at $133.83.  Yearling feeder cattle prices 
traded higher week-to-week in Montana, Nebraska, and Oklahoma.  The 500-600 weight 
feeder animals traded mixed, Nebraska 500-600 pounds steers were up week-to-week at 
$205.70. Corn prices were lower for the week, trading at $3.35 in Omaha.     
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  Week of Week of Week of 
Data Source: USDA‐AMS Market News  4/1/16 3/25/16 4/3/15 

5-Area Fed 
Steer 

all grades, live weight, $/cwt $133.83  $136.12  $167.57  

all grades, dressed weight, $/cwt $214.83  $217.67  $265.64  

Boxed Beef 
Choice Price, 600-900 lb., $/cwt $222.46  $226.62  $254.55  

Choice-Select Spread, $/cwt $9.55  $8.81  $5.31  

700-800 lb. 
Feeder Steer  

Montana 3-market, $/cwt $158.05  $156.50  $227.24  

Nebraska 7-market, $/cwt $165.54  $162.85  $238.19  

Oklahoma 8-market, $/cwt $159.12  $158.81  $220.21  

500-600 lb. 
Feeder Steer  

Montana 3-market, $/cwt $189.72  $201.64  $289.76  

Nebraska 7-market, $/cwt $205.70  $198.99  $286.09  

Oklahoma 8-market, $/cwt $192.42  $194.39  $282.57  

Feed Grains 
Corn, Omaha, NE, $/bu (Thursday) $3.35  $3.53  $3.83  

DDGS, Nebraska, $/ton $131.00  $128.60  $175.00  

 
 


